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“…all those involved in English language 
education need to consider how we might 
contribute to building a safer and more 
sustainable world and how English language 
students – wherever they may be – might be 
encouraged to analyse, understand and act 
on environmental problems…”

Roslyn Appleby, Environmental fragility and English language 
education, English Across Fractured Lines, British Council 2016
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• We have conducted research into ‘green’ 
initiatives across the global English language 
teaching industry. 

• The report highlights global efforts being 
taken to make the global ELT sector greener; 
promote and facilitate environmental 
responsibility and incentivise sustainability.
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1. Research report: Climate action across the 
global English language teaching (ELT) sector

2. Podcast series: Podcast series produced for the 
British Council by Chris Sowton & Kris Dyer

3. Massive open online course (MOOC): 
Professional Development Training Series for 
English teachers consisting of 3 modules

4. Lesson plans: 12 Climate themed lesson plans 
and a new collection for low resource contexts

5. Climate Action: school video competition: 
Videos and new ELT resources for the classroom
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The Climate Connection 
has been downloaded in 
142 countries.

Where our podcast 
listeners are from:

IMPACT

TOTAL DOWNLOADS = 20,000+
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The Climate Action in Language Education professional development MOOC is 
designed to train English language teachers how to integrate environmental issues 
into English language teaching.

IMPACT TOTAL PARTICIPANTS = 6,000
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• Lesson plans covering a range of 
levels and age groups, and each 
exploring a different topic, from sports 
to storms and from families to fashion.

• All lesson plans have been released on 
Teaching English.

• We recently launch a single PDF book 
of activities for low resource 
classrooms.
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IMPACT TOTAL DOWNLOADS = 50,000+
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Climate Action: School video 
Competition - ELT Resources
About this resource: The Climate Connection series of ELT videos is a teaching resource that emerged from the 
British Council’s call at COP26 for schools around the world to showcase their work on sustainability and climate 
change. Selected from the best more than 200 entries, these films demonstrate young people’s resourcefulness and 
commitment in the face of urgent problems. They also display the abilities of a wide range of English language 
learners on all continents.  

Each video is between 4 and 5 minutes long and comes with a full set of teaching and student resources for a 45-
minute ELT lesson themed on taking action on Environmental issues. The English is graded at CEFR level B1. 



Note - This is a provisional Theory of Change - internal British Council document 

Climate Action ELT provides

(Engaged and motivated)

English language teachers

ELT Teacher Educators

Schools and Universities and

Ministries of Education

ELT Publishers and Exam

Providers

 National Teacher Associations

and Ministries of Education

British Council and UK

Government 

Partners, donors and funders

with access to

Quality teacher training /

capacity development (CPD)

so that to contribute to the long term goal of

Online 

Modules

Lesson 

Plans

ELT 

Report

Podcast 

Series

A cohort of teachers

trained to integrate

environmental

sustainability into ELT 

Teachers and Teacher Educators

improve their practice in

integrating climate change issues

into ELT

Quality content and

systems support;

curriculum and

assessment consultation

New communities of

practice: global, regional,

country.

Opportunities to meet,

connect and learn

together. 

Good quality 

programme data

British Council language

and teacher education 

Teachers are motivated and

inspired to integrate climate

change issues into ELT  

Teachers participate in Global

'Lesson Planning' competition

with confidence 

Teachers deliver

effective ELT

lessons integrating

Climate Action to

support learners

Learners improve their

confidence, and

proficiency in English to

understand, discuss and

engage critically with

climate change issues.

...and engage internationally to

discuss local and global climate

problems and advocate local and

global solutions.

Learners experience the

outcomes they want from

improved proficiency in

English 

Learners experience

greater access to, and

improved ability to engage

in local and global climate

crisis dialogue.

Schools and Universities offer

learners high quality English

language education, integrating

Climate Action into ELT curriculum

with institutional willingness and support

Learners participate in

Global Climate Action 

ELT competition

Environmental sustainability is effectively

embedded throughout ELT coursebooks and

ELT examinations. Learning and

assessment material audited for content.  

ELT sector inspired to

reduce carbon footprint

and set net zero targets

Engaging, relevant and

useful research

Policy makers, institutional

and community leaders

understand the role

language and language

education can play in

addressing the negative

impacts of climate change

ELT sector takes action

to reduce carbon

footprint and set net

zero targets

Young people, especially

educators, promote greater

public awareness and

understanding of and trust

in global climate science.

New approaches to

engaging English

language teaching to

tackle global challenges 

Global ELT

stakeholders increase

direct action to tackle

the Climate Crisis -

through reducing

carbon footprint and

high quality language

education for youth 

Edited edition of academic papers

on role of language in tackling the

climate crisis

British Council contributes to an

improved understanding of the role of

language in tackling climate crisis 

Improved coordination,

opportunities for

collaboration and

knowledge sharing

Establish global community of

practice -  British Council, Global

Issues SIG, ELT Footprint 

Inspire, support & mentor National

Teacher Associations to establish

their own Global Issues SIGs  

Network actors

collaborate on high

quality Climate Action

ELT interventions

The role of language in tackling the

climate crisis, and how to support

people to use it, is better understood in

both theory and practice. 

Ensuring long sustainability of the

British Council's COP 26

programme, beyond 2021 

New 'special commendation' for

Climate Action introduced into

British Council ELTons 

Document: British Council 'Climate Action in Language Education' - Theory of Change Model 
Colm Downes: Technical Lead  - Date: 15 February, 2021

British Council Climate Action ELT - EES initiatives as part the British Council’s

programme for UN Climate Change Conference of the Parties, COP26 
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